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Chain segment order in ultrathin polymer films: A deuterium NMR study
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The orientational order of monomerically thin films of polydimethylsiloxane melt deposited on the surfaces
of cylindrical pores is investigated in this paper by solid-state deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance. Spectra
demonstrate substantial orientation of the methyl groups by the surface. The quadrupolar splitting of the
oriented film component saturates below one monomer layer, but decreases stepwise for thicker films. Com-
parisons of experimental and simulated spectra suggest a flat chain conformation in the first polymer mono-
layer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymers at interfaces are the subject of a vast numbe
scientific studies due to the practical importance of surf
modification by polymer films and also due to the fundam
tal interest of the effect of surfaces on both polymer conf
mation and dynamics. Insight into the related problems
wetting, polymer adsorption, and the ‘‘collapse’’ mechanis
in Langmuir-Blodgett films relies on a clear picture of th
microstructure and dynamics within the first few polym
monolayers. To date, a mesoscopic description of the laye
terms of loops and trains and long-range van der Wa
forces dominates most discussions of thin polymer films@1#,
but clearly this picture is insufficient to describe th
monomer-scale films often observed. Experimentally, li
quantitative is known about these molecularly thin laye
whether for films formed by adsorption@2# or by spreading
on liquid @3# and on solid@4# substrates. In particular, th
molecular-level structure of such layers is a long-stand
problem@5#.

The preferred polymer for such studies has been lin
polydimethylsiloxane~PDMS!, a very flexible polymer often
used as a model. Two features are known with certainty~i!
The thinnest layers formed are;0.7 nm thick~; one mono-
mer!, on both liquids@3# and solids@4#. ~ii ! On liquids @3#,
there is a transition from monomer-thick islands to thick
layers at surface concentrationscs;0.7 mg/m2, correspond-
ing to a dense monomer layer. Ellipsometry and related te
niques reveal steps of discrete thickness equivalent to on
four monomer layers, again on both liquids@3# and solids
@6#. Different molecular conformations have been sugges
for these films@5,7#, but no direct evidence is available. R
flectance infrared spectroscopy demonstrated a confor
tional change between layers that are one and several m
mers thick on water@7#. Circular dichroism experiments@2#
on adsorbed layers were consistent with a flattened, tig
bound layer coexisting with more loosely adsorbed polym
This bimodal organization in ultrathin layers had been p
dicted on theoretical grounds. Both techniques give aver
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information over all polymers in the layer, and neither giv
a monomer-scale picture for any mode.

Recently @8,9#, deuterium nuclear magnetic resonan
~DNMR! was applied to thin polymer films, probing the or
entational order of the methyl groups in linear PDM
Uniaxial chain segment ordering was observed in a;10 nm
film of swollen brushes grafted to a solid substrate@8#, and in
polymer melt forming a 6–100-nm-thick liquid film on
wettable surface@9#. The latter studies, using planar sol
substrates, could not be extended to monolayer films, s
the number of molecules fell below the required DNMR se
sitivity level. The typical sensitivity requirement i
1017– 1018 nuclei per probe; a one-monomer-thick PDM
film corresponds to 7.531018 deuterons m22, which must
occupy a 0.5 cm3 sample volume. Dispersed silica has be
used to give the required high surface-to-volume ratio@10#,
but with unoriented surfaces. The porous substrate of ch
is the Anopore membrane, which has well-oriented cylind
cal pores and a 40% porosity@11#. The Anopore surface are
is ;7.4 m2/g determined by adsorption isotherms, with 99
of surface area within the pores, for;2 m2 per NMR sample.
These Al2O3 membranes have been widely used to stu
orientational order in confined liquid crystals@12#. Their sur-
face is naturally hydrophilic, and can provide strong PDM
adsorption@13#.

Thus, this work has two major goals:~i! to take advantage
the Anopore porosity and well-defined cylindrical geome
to demonstrate that previous DNMR work on polymer film
can be extended to thinner films;~ii ! to obtain direct infor-
mation on the microstructure of molecularly thin film
Solid-state DNMR is particularly well suited to the study
conformational order and dynamics in oriented polyme
when one or more degrees of chain motion freedom are
zen, as, for example, near a glass transition or in drawn p
mers@14#. Within the first adsorbed polymer monolayer, a
attractive interaction between a polymer chain and the h
wall will increase the number of contacts between them,
creasing the chain mobility@6# and producing surface
induced polymer alignment. In this work, we report an i
vestigation of the orientational order in ultrathin polym
films using the DNMR technique. DNMR probes the alig
ment of pendent CD3 groups@Fig. 1~a!#, which also reflects
the backbone orientation to the extent that the mean ang
the backbone is known. Surface-induced order was dem
d-
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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strated directly through the DNMR spectra as a function
the anglea between the cylindrical pore axisZ and the NMR
field B @Fig. 1~b!#. NMR spectra were also simulated an
compared with experimental ones to suggest a consis
model of the conformational order and dynamics in t
macromolecule.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

Linear PDMS provided a model polymer system. Expe
ments were performed at room temperature on 98% per
terated PDMS~d-PDMS! with freshly prepared samples; th
polymer preparation is described elsewhere@15#. The poly-
mer has an average molecular weightMw510 940 g/mole,
corresponding to borderline nonentangled chains@9#, with a
polydispersityMw /Mn51.11. Thed-PDMS films were ob-
tained by deposition from solution onto the Anopore me
brane. The membranes, with open parallel cylindrical po
of diameter 0.2mm and length 60mm, were cut into 4 mm
325 mm strips and dipped for 5 min in a dilute or semidilu
solution of PDMS in chloroform. Since the gyration radi
for PDMS of thisMw is ;10 nm, the polymer chains ca
penetrate easily inside the pores. After removing the st
from the solution, the solvent was allowed to evaporate co
pletely, leaving the pore surfaces coated with a polymer fi
The surface concentrationcs varied with bulk solution con-
centrationCb . A parallel stack of approximately 40 strip
was placed into an NMR tube 5 mm in diameter. The tu
could be rotated manually within the horizontal soleno
allowing the sample inclinationa to be set with a precision
of 62° @Fig. 1~b!#. The amount of polymer could be dete
mined by the change in strip mass and by the DNMR sign
calibrated to a knownd-PDMS solution. The average surfac
concentrationcs is given by the total adsorbed mass divid
by the surface area. The film is probably inhomogeneous
is a spread film on water@3#, but DNMR can distinguish
different populations.

B. DNMR technique

DNMR spectra ofd-PDMS films were obtained by a
p/2x2t2p/2y ‘‘solid echo’’ pulse sequence in a magnet

FIG. 1. ~a! Simplified view of the PDMS monomer, showing th
monomer molecular axes.~b! Experimental geometry. The cylinde
corresponds to the membrane pore with long axisZ; the cylinder
can be rotated, with anglea between the pore axis and the extern
field B. The arrows represent a radial distribution of the me
CD3-rotor symmetry axis~the model in Refs.@14,17#!.
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field B54.7 T at the2H Larmor frequencynL530.9 MHz.
The pulse length was 4ms, the delay timet was 100ms, and
the repetition delay was 100–300 ms. The number of
quired scans varied from 103 to 53103 depending on the
sample. Deuterium spectral line shapes are dominated by
orientation-dependent quadrupole interaction of theI 51
spin. In liquids, quadrupole interactions are time averaged
rapid motion on the NMR measurement time scale, givin
single sharp isotropic peak. In contrast, when rapid moti
are anisotropic, the nuclear interactions are only partia
time averaged. Ford-PDMS, the quadrupole coupling i
preaveraged by fast methyl group rotation around
C3-symmetry axis@see Fig. 1~a!#. Thus, DNMR probes the
mean orientation of the C3-symmetry axis of each CD3
group. In the particular case of uniaxial motion around
macroscopic symmetry axis, the resulting line shape i
unique doublet with frequency splittingDn directly related to
the angleu between the mean symmetry axis of the CD3
group and the spectrometer magnetic fieldB, giving

Dn~u!5
3

2
nquSuU3 cos2 u21

2 U, ~1!

with the static quadrupole coupling constantnq;100 kHz
for the CD3 @8,9#. uSu[uP2(b)u, the second Legendre poly
nomial, averagesnq for fast CD3 group motion with angleb
around the symmetry axis.S is an order parameter for th
orientational order of CD3 groups, and thus the anisotropy
chain segment reorientational motion (0<S<1).

III. RESULTS

Spectra from typical experiments are shown in Figs. 2~a!-
2~b!. The angle-dependent line shapes are given for ads
tion from two different PDMS solutions with concentration
Cb515 and 8 mg/mL. The corresponding polymer surfa
concentrations arecs51.3 and 0.8 mg/m2. Spectral patterns
depend dramatically on the deposited polymer amou
These spectral patterns can be understood by conside
two different contributions:~i! liquid film yielding an isotro-
pic central peak, and~ii ! oriented film where the quadrupol
splitting depends on orientation with respect toB. Observa-
tion of a unique doublet would mean that all CD3 groups are
equivalent and have the same mean symmetry axis.

The liquidlike film contribution increases with increasin
cs ~Fig. 2!. To determine the relative amount of ordered a
isotropic polymer, we compared the areas under the doub
with that under the central peak, and found that the con
bution from the oriented film gradually increases with t
average polymer amount. For overall surface concentrat
cs50.2, 0.8, 1.3, and 3.8 mg/m2, the oriented film contribu-
tion was 0.2, 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 mg/m2, respectively. Thesecs
can be compared to the saturation coverage of 0.7 mg/m2 for
a one-monomer-thick layer and 1.4 mg/m2 for a two-
monomer-thick layer@3#. Our DNMR results show signifi-
cant orientation in two-monomer-thick films. Indeed, sp
coated films as thick as 200 nm may also possess signifi
order @9#.
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The quadrupole splitting (a50) of the oriented polymer
decreased stepwise with increasingcs , as shown in Fig. 3.
The quadrupole splitting saturates to a valueDn;6 kHz at
low cs . As many as three sharp doublets, corresponding
quadrupole splittingsDnA;6 kHz, DnB;4 kHz, andDnC
;2 kHz, are clearly distinguished for all samples under
vestigation~a50, Figs. 2 and 3; some doublets appear
shoulders, but the dominant peak switches between samp!.

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the DNMR spectra for differe
average surface concentrationscs of adsorbed PDMS. The ratio o
the area under the doublets to the total area under all peaks
the oriented fraction. Central peaks are truncated.~a! cs

51.3 mg/m2, oriented 75%;~b! cs50.8 mg/m2, oriented 89%;~c!
sample prepared as in~b!, then rinsed with pure solvent, leavin
cs50.2 mg/m2; ~d! spectra simulated according to the mod
@14,17# of a radial distribution for the mean CD3-group symmetry
axis @see Fig. 1~b!#.

FIG. 3. Quadrupole splittings ata50, as a function ofcs , for
all samples, as a function of the average surface concentration
transition from a monolayer to multilayers indicated by the sha
region, is taken from Ref.@3#. Symbols: ~s! outermost peaks
DnA;6 kHz; ~D! intermediate peaksDnB;4 kHz; ~d! innermost
peaksDnC;2 kHz.
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The natural question arises whether these three doublet
independent, reflecting different polymer populations. To
dress this point, we decreased the PDMS solution concen
tion to Cb54 mg/mL. For this sample, which yieldscs
50.5 mg/m2 ~not shown!, only the splitting DnA;6 kHz
was well pronounced; theDnC;2 kHz doublets were much
weaker, while the intermediate doublets disappeared enti
Thus, the doublets appear to correspond to different pop
tions of aligned polymer. To remove any weakly adsorb
polymer populations@2,16#, we rinsed similarly prepared
strips briefly with pure solvent@Fig. 2~c!, with cs
50.2 mg/m2#. The spectra are similar to those in Fig. 2~b!,
but with the central part removed, leaving only theDnA
;6 kHz doublets.

IV. DISCUSSION

The sharp, unique doubletsDnA;6 kHz ata50 and the
increase of the maximum splitting to 12 kHz;2DnA at a
590° @Fig. 2~c!# clearly demonstrates that the symmetry a
of the reorientational motion of the CD3 groups is perpen-
dicular to the axis of the cylindrical anopore pores. Sim
lated spectra, assuming a radial distribution of the me
symmetry axis@see Fig. 1~b!# @14,17#, are shown on Fig.
2~d!, they are in good agreement with the experimental sp
tra Fig. 2~c!. The good agreement demonstrates a unifo
distribution of symmetry axes in the plane perpendicular
the pore axes. The molecular symmetry axis of met
groups must be aligned with respect to the cylindrical p
surface. The obvious possibility is a radial distribution
methyl mean symmetry axes shown in Fig. 1~b!. The only
other symmetry possible for a thin film and consistent w
our spectra would be tangential circumferential@11#. This
would require the symmetry axes of all pendent group m
tion to be constrained along the circumference with no co
ponent along the other surface direction, parallel to the a
Such extreme anisotropy is highly unlikely. We thus co
clude that the motion of PDMS segments is around the n
mal to the surface of pores.

A calculation @9,8# and comparison with experiment o
the maximum averaged quadrupole splittings of the fi
polymer monolayer@Fig. 2~d! a590° spectra# suggests pos-
sible chain conformations. CD3 groups in motion around the
normal to the surface with angleb would produce the ex-
perimental symmetry axis. This gives an averaging fac
P2(b) in Eq. ~1!. The anglesb560° or 49° give agreemen
with the experimental maximum quadrupolar splittin
Dnmax;12 kHz. The calculatedDnmax is quite sensitive to
the exact value chosen forb. 2b is clearly not tetrahedra
@Fig. 1~a!#, but may be distorted by the surface. Pend
group motion captured byb may include segment orienta
tional fluctuations, but the spectra are not consistent w
free, fast rotation of the CD3 groups around a backbone ra
domly oriented on the surface, which would give spec
independent ofa. The similarity of the DNMR patterns for
thicker oriented films@compare Fig. 2~a! and 2~c!# demon-
strates similar symmetry of methyl group motion.

Summarizing, we have shown that the first polymer lay
is strongly aligned by the surface. This monolayer struct
coexists with other populations, including liquid ones, th
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can be much more easily removed. The outer doublet@Fig.
2~c!#, corresponding to the most ordered structureuSu'8
31022, remained even after an hour of rinsing. At high
surface concentrations, the freedom of pendent group mo
increases stepwise, indicating stepwise reduction in the o
parameter. Such striking behavior cannot be explained
mesoscopic models of loops and tails in the polymer ch
which should lead to the random collapse of the quadrup
splitting. Our data presents surprisingly well-organized str
tural changes in polymer films with surface concentratio
This correlates with the discrete thicknesses observed
many situations@3,6#. A well-defined doublet with uSu
;1023 persists in much thicker spin-coated polymer film
@9,18#.

We can speculate as to the chain conformations pres
Monolayers have been suggested to be caterpillarlike, w
many oxygen atoms forming hydrogen bonds with the wa
or oxide interface@5,7#; thicker layers may be multilayer
@3,19# or helical, with several monomer groups coiling out
the interface@5,7#. For monomeric layers, our results indica
a single axis of symmetry, normal to the surface, and
inconsistent with rotation of the CD3 groups around the
backbone. This suggests that a flat chain conformation
more likely than a helix or a coil, where the orientation of t
CD3 groups varies along the polymer backbone. The sim
symmetry for adsorbed layers at least two monomers th
could mean that polymer chains take similar flat conform
tions. These thicker layers might be multilayers, but w
greater freedom of motion for the pendent groups through
the thickness of the film. However, these DNMR results c
not rule out a helical structure with complex chain dynam
leading to the decrease in quadrupole splitting or colla
into a central peak. Figure 3 suggests at least three diffe
.
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apparently discrete oriented populations of the polymer w
similar symmetry with respect to the surface~Fig. 2! but
different average pendent group dynamics@18#. The most
ordered conformation, reflected in the largest peak splitti
disappears at surface concentrations equivalent@3# to a com-
pact monomer-thick film.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it has been shown that the DNMR meth
can probe ultrathin polymer films, to below the monolay
level. DNMR investigations of the first one to three mon
mer layers of linear polymer have been performed for
first time, to the best of our knowledge. We have shown t
the surface induces orientational order in the polymer cha
for films up to at least two monomers thick on averag
DNMR directly shows different macromolecular conform
tional dynamics depending on the polymer amount. The m
probable conformation for one monolayer is a flatten
structure. For thicker films, a flat conformation is also like
Further studies at low temperatures, suppressing poss
complex chain dynamics, could test this hypothesis.

Our results extend infrared dichroism results@2#, which
give an averaged view of polymer orientation. The advant
of NMR is that it can distinguish the degree of orientation
order within different coexisting populations on the surfac
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